We argue that a non-perturbative description of quantum gravity should involve two (non-interacting) copies of a dual field theory on the boundary, and describe the states of the spacetimes accordingly. So, for instance, a complete description of the asymptotically Anti-de-Sitter spacetimes is given by two copies of the conformal field theory associated to the global AdS spacetime. We also argue that, in this context, gravitational collapse and formation of a black hole may be described by unitary evolution of the dual non-perturbative degrees of freedom.
Introduction
The AdS/CFT correspondence represents the paradigmatic case of gravity/gauge duality where spacetime may be defined as emergent from a gauge theory on its conformal boundary [1] . An exact description of quantum gravity is expected to be built up in general, based on this and other examples of holography; however, we do not have yet a deep description as how the states of the spacetime and gravitational dynamics emerge from the degrees of freedom of quantum field theory [2] . Furthermore, although the unitary evolution of gravitational systems is a foundational property of this holographic approach, the problem of describing the gravitational collapse into black holes with no information lost has not been completely clarified [3, 4, 5, 6] , even in conventional AdS/CFT [7] . In this familiar case, quantum gravity 2 (QG) with fixed AdS 5 × S 5 asymptotic spacetime behavior, is equivalent to a CFT on its conformal boundary B 4 = S 3 × R. We may view this CFT as the nonperturbative description of QG. The standard interpretation is that the exact bulk geometry M 0 ≡ AdS 5 × S 5 , corresponds to the fundamental state |0 of the CFT Hilbert space H, and general classical spacetimes should be encoded in non trivial choices of that state. The main issue of the holographic formulation of quantum gravity is precisely how to describe more general spacetimes with fixed asymptotic behavior in terms of states in a quantum 1 e-mail: bottac@cern.ch, botta@fisica.unlp.edu.ar 2 Probably formulated as a string theory field theory. In this work, we will try to shed light on how these states should be, in order to describe gravitational collapse with no information loss, and such that the relevant information on a classical spacetime may be extracted from them.
Let us now consider the CFT on B d = S d−1 × R, and a second (decoupled) copy denoted in what follows by a tilde. It has been argued that asymptotically AdS d+1 spacetime with a eternal black hole corresponds to the (entangled) state [8] :
where |n are a complete basis of eigenstates of the CFT Hamiltonian H, and E n are the eigenvalues. This describes a thermal state of the CFT system at temperature T in the thermofield dynamics (TFD) formalism [9] [10, 11] . Note, in addition, that the state (1) is invariant under the action of
On the other hand, it has been recently observed that the connectivity of the classical spacetime is intimately related to a quantum entanglement of the degrees of freedom of the non-perturbative equivalent field theory [12] . For example, the state (1) describes a classically connected spacetime with two asymptotically AdS regions causally separated by horizons [13] (Fig 1(b) ), which according to (1) represents a quantum superposition of disconnected (asymptotically) AdS spacetimes |n ⊗|ñ . In fact, each of the product states |n ⊗|ñ should be interpreted on the gravity side as a spacetime with two disconnected components, since they clearly describe states of a system of two completely separated physical subsystems with no entanglement between them: two (non-interacting) identical copies of CF T , each one dual to an asymptotically AdS spacetime (see Fig 1(a) ).
In this essay, we will propose an extension of the AdS/CFT conjecture which manifestly captures this fact in a general statement, and allows to describe more general emergent classical spacetimes (with fixed asymptotics) from a non-perturbative dual description [14] . The main consequence of this is that the process of formation of an AdS-black hole (the state (1)) may be described by an unitary evolution operator, which provides a solution to the information loss paradox.
The resulting model of collapse is non-conventional in many senses: in particular, it involves topology changes of the classical geometry; and then, the semiclassical evolution from initial data cannot be continuously described by GR solutions. The dual interpretation of collapsing classical spacetimes in the present approach will be not discussed here.
Gravity/gauge
2 duality and quantum states of the spacetime
The problem of giving a non-perturbative description of the collapse reduces to clarify how a entangled (thermal) state (1) may be reached from a disentangled one |ψ ∈ H through some unitary operator. We will suggest that the simplest solution to this problem is to consider an extension of the non perturbative dual description from the beginning: a direct product of two identical copies of QFT [14] .
There is a natural extension of general quantum field theories, built up in order to describe the thermal effects and statistical properties of the system as entanglement of its degrees of freedom with a non-interacting identical copy: the TFD formalism. According to this, one get the the direct product of both theories (schematically QF T 2 ∼ QF T ⊗ QF T ), whose time evolution is generated by a decoupled hamiltonian operatorĤ ≡ H −H and the operators of QF T are constructed from the QF T ones by the tilde conjugation rules, or simply TFD rules [15] . The total Hilbert space is the tensor product of the two state spaces H 2 ≡ H ⊗ H. The states in this doubled space |ψ include all the statistical information of the system QFT on behalf of density matrices; this allows us to describe equivalently statistical ensembles of a quantum system as pure states in a extended quantum field theory. In fact, by tracing |ψ ψ| over one of these spaces, one recovers the conventional density operator ρ on the remaining one.
Note, according to the interpretation explained above, that all the states of H 2 that correspond to classical spacetimes, have two conformal boundaries. In particular a generally entangled state as (1) represents the case of classically connected spacetimes [12] with fixed local asymptotic structure, while separate states as |ψ ⊗ | ψ represent a spacetime with two disconnected components with the same asymptotics.
So, we can propose an extension of the gravity/gauge correspondence such that the space of states of non-perturbative quantum gravity (with fixed asymptothics) is precisely given by
Then, a general (quantum) spacetime M with fixed local asymptotics, may be expressed as a state
where G nm are complex numbers, and |n ⊗ |m is a complete basis of H 2 = H ⊗ H. The dynamical evolution of these states is exactly generated by the hamiltonian operator of the extended field theory H = H − H. We will refer to this statement as gravity/gauge 2 correspondence.
This may be viewed as rule to describe general spacetimes (with two AdS asymptotic regions 3 ) in the context of holography and has deep significance about the mechanism of emergence of the spacetime and gravity. It collects the observations of [12] since the general states of the geometry are regarded, precisely, as entangled states; and also is in agreement with the Israel's TFD description of a maximally extended black hole spacetime [16] .
Let us mention that the states |M that describe classical spacetimes (with defined local structure) should be coherent in a proper sense, so as in the case of maximally extended black holes, where G nm = δ nm e −βEn/2 Z −1/2 . We will show a simple example below where the background spacetimes are manifestly described as coherent states.
The Hawking-Page transition
As an example of this picture, the Hawking-Page transition [17, 18] may be described in a quantum mechanical way: as a critical behavior of the quantum amplitude. In fact, the AdS-black hole spacetime is described by the state (1) in CF T 2 ; which at low temperatures reads as
where ξ is a state orthogonal to |0 ⊗ 0 , and |δ(β)
0 ∼ b (here b is the radius of curvature of the AdS space). So at low temperatures, the probability of collapsing this state into two disconnected global AdS spaces (Fig 1(a) ) is very high, compared with other geometry states.
The gravitational collapse
Now let us consider again the AdS/CFT standard context, i.e, spacetime geometries whose asymptotic boundaries have local structure AdS d+1 × N , where N denotes a compact Riemannian manifold. Then the extended correspondence AdS/CFT 2 , contains the eternal AdS black hole as a particular case, the coefficients G nm are given in (1).
The picture of unitary collapse that we are proposing here is based on the fact that CFT is defined on S d−1 ; and then by following the standard TFD recipe [10, 11] , it can be shown for any ordinary quantum field theory on a finite volume space, that a pure (disentangled) state as |0 ≡ |0 ⊗ 0 is connected to (1) by an unitary operator. This argument is in principle generalizable to any context where the degrees of freedom of the dual field theory are defined on a compact Riemannian manifold Σ, and the asymptotic boundary of the spacetime is B ∼ Σ × R.
The unitary operator is known as the Bogoliubov transformation e iG . This is, then, a candidate to describe the evolution operator dual to a gravitational collapse. Although the real dynamics of this process may be different, the existence of this map suffices to avoid the information loss paradox in a non perturbative context.
Let us now consider a simple example that captures the main ingredients of the present framework. Following Maldacena in ref. [8] , it is useful to substitute the CFT on S d−1 by an oscillator-like system quantized on a finite volume 4 , where the generator algebra of the Bogoliubov transformations is known. In these systems the Hamiltonian operator is
where n denotes the set of numbers characterizing the discrete (positive) frequency modes, and the indices I, J, ... = 1, ...., f label the independent physical fields. a † I n , a I n are conven-tional creation/annihilation operators, which must extended according to the TFD rules. Then we get the extended algebra:
The ground state in this extended theory is conventionally defined by
Let us consider Bogoliubov transformations of this extended theory, such that:
As the Bogoliubov transformation is canonical, the transformed operators obey the same commutation algebra (5) . These operators annihilate the transformed vacuum
Then, the Hilbert space is constructed by applying the creation operators a † I n (θ n ), a † I n (θ n ) to (10). According to the proposal (2), we shall identify this space with H QG , and the ground state (10) with the background spacetime itself.
Requiring the extra symmetry |0(θ) = |0(θ) , and that e −iG be unitary, the generator for these transformations is Hermitian and given by:
By using a normal ordering, we obtain:
where
, is a well defined real number for a finite volume system. The precise value of the parameters in a black hole is [8] :
in agreement with the state (1). This distribution of the parameters θ maximizes the thermodynamic entropy. In the TFD formalism, the thermodynamic entropy is canonically defined as the expectation value of the operator:
in the state |0(θ) 5 . In the canonical ensemble, the state (13) is obtained by minimizing the free energy
with respect to the transformation's parameters θ's, with β constant [9] . Once again the states |0(θ) are eigenstates of the combination:
in such a way that H plays the rôle of the Hamiltonian, generating time translations in the Hilbert space of the doubled field theory. Then, the (coherent) states (12) describe stationary spacetimes and in particular, the equilibrium state (13) corresponds to the physical (stable) situation as the eternal black hole. Note that the final state is determined by thermodynamic laws and it does not depend on the specific form of the field theory or its dyamics. This fact suggests that the dual of the classical gravitational collapse is the thermalization process in the non-perturbative description. The novelty here is the generality of the proposal (2), which implies that this association should be applicable to all the gravitational processes 6 . Nevertheless, if we define an effective time independent Hamiltonian of interaction H I , added for a while to the decoupled one, H, precisely as being a functional of the Bogoliubov generator we get a candidate to model the behavior of the fundamental degrees of freedom in a gravitational collapse, with the remarkable property that: the algebra of operators of the non perturbative field theory, so as the states of the theory, will be preserved under time evolution since G generates canonical transformations. So, let us define
λ n are effective coupling constants which may be assumed to be small; and the step function ǫ T (t) is defined to be 1 in the interval (0, T ) and vanishing otherwise. The free hamiltonianĤ commutes with H I for construction, then in the interaction picture, the evolution from the initial state prepared as |ψ(t = −∞) ≡ |0 , after a time t > τ results:
By fixing the couplings to be λ n ≡ τ −1 θ
(eq) n , where θ (eq) n is given by (13) , this formula agrees with (12) , which shows that the final state is the black hole (Eq. (1)). 5 This expression results from the Von-Neumann entropy K ≡ −k B n=1 N n ln N n [9] ; where the number operator is canonically defined by N n = a † I n a I n . 6 This resembles recent interpretations of gravity as entropic force [20] In Fig.1 we show a schematic description of the formation of a black hole according to the present model. This process is unitary, reversible, and is qualitatively similar to a tree diagram, which resembles a scattering-matrix description of the quantum process of formation of a black hole [21] . Notice that both in/out configurations correspond to stationary spacetimes and one should not attempt to interpret this in terms of any classical evolution of Cauchy data on spacial slices. In contrast, this clearly involves topology change in some intermediate stage, as expected for a quantum theory of gravity.
Conclusions
In this essay, we have proposed a general form for the quantum states of the spacetime based on the Maldacena's description of AdS-black holes [8] , and the Van Raamsdonk observations about the role played by quantum entanglement in the spacetime emergence [12] . We have argued that the formation of an AdS-black hole may be described by a unitary evolution operator in the non-perturbative dual description. It is fascinating that a kind of topology change along with the possibility of having disconnected components of the spacetime appear to be crucial ingredients of this description. Finally, we also have pointed out the possibility of interpreting the gravitational dynamics as thermalization in the dual theory. The final state is an AdS-black hole spacetime and the entanglement entropy is a quarter of the horizon area (using the prescription [22, 23, 24] ); the figure represents a spacial slice of the maximally extended AdS-black hole.
